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Abstract

While the performance of Robust Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (RPCA), in terms of the recovered low-rank
matrices, is quite satisfactory to many applications, the
time efficiency is not, especially for scalable data. We
propose to solve this problem using a novel fast incre-
mental RPCA (FRPCA) approach. The low rank matri-
ces of the incrementally-observed data are estimated us-
ing a convex optimization model that exploits information
obtained from the preestimated low-rank matrices of the
original observations. The evaluation results supports the
potential of FRPCA for fast, yet accurate, recovery of the
low-rank matrices. The proposed FRPCA boosts the ef-
ficiency of the traditional RPCA by multiple hundreds of
times, while scarifying less than 1% of accuracy.

1 Introduction

The rapid increase of applications, where data usu-
ally lie in dimensions up to six-digit figures, mandates
exploiting subspace recovery techniques. PCA is consid-
ered as one of the well-known successful tools in this as-
pect [5]. While small-noise distortions have small im-
pact on the estimated principal components, gross dis-
tortions, even sparse, may ruin the entire operation of
PCA [5, 8]. RPCA [8] is one of the approaches that have
been developed to ”robustify” the classical PCA. While
RPCA demonstrates very good performance for such ap-
plications, the existing algorithms for solving RPCA suf-
fer from efficiency problems with scalable input data [7].
This represents a severe limitation for the use of RPCA in
applications which exhibit scalable data and real-time re-
quirements, e.g. video background subtraction, tracking,
... etc.

Several algorithms have been developed to solve the
RPCA convex optimization problems. For instance, inte-
rior point solvers, e.g. [1], have quite good convergence
rates. Nonetheless, the complexity of these kinds of al-

gorithms (O(m6), where m is the dimension of the input
data) causes a very difficult scalability problem. First-
order methods, e.g. iterative thresholding algorithms for
L1-normalization [4, 9], represented a better alternative
in terms of scalability. Nevertheless, iterative threshold-
ing is reported to exhibit very slow convergence [8, 7].

Lin, et.al [7] have proposed two algorithms for solv-
ing this problem. The first one is a first-order accelerated
proximal gradient algorithm. The second is a dual algo-
rithm, which solves the convex optimization problem via
a dual model. The dual algorithm does not perform a full
SVD computation, and hence can accommodate larger in-
put matrices. As stated in [7], although these two algo-
rithms are good for some applications to be performed
in a ”reasonable amount of time,” they are unsuitable for
direct use in applications involving larger matrices.

To overcome this limitation, Lin et.al [6] have
presented a faster Augmented Lagrangian Multipliers
method, (ALM), for solving the RPCA problem. Two
versions of ALM were presented: Exact Augmented La-
grangian Multipliers, (EALM) and Inexact Augmented
Lagrangian Multipliers, (IALM). Both algorithms were
proven to run about five times faster than the state-of-the-
art algorithms, which were presented in [7]. Nonethe-
less, since the core computation of these algorithms de-
pends on SVD computations, the time complexity of that
solution is O[min(nm2,mn2)], where n and m are the
dimensions of the input observations. So, the time effi-
ciency of the algorithm is linearly degraded with the in-
crease of n, if n > m and quadratically if m > n; which
is the most common case, where the number of instances,
n, is less than the dimensions of a single instance, m.
Therefore, for some specific applications that have real-
time characteristics, e.g. background subtraction in video
streams, tracking, surveillance applications, ... etc, the
time efficiency of these algorithms is unacceptable.

We suggest a mathematical model that takes into con-
sideration the accuracy constraints of the classical RPCA.
At the same time, the proposed model integrates abstract
information of the offline-recovered low-rank of the in-
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put data rather than including the entire dataset in the
online low-rank recovery phase. By using the proposed
approach, a considerable improvement in efficiency is
achieved with a small, or negligible, decrease in accuracy.

2 Problem Formulation

Assume that high-dimensional observed data, D ∈
Rm×n, is composed of a low rank term, A ∈ Rm×n,
and an additive error corruption term, E ∈ Rm×n. The
classical low rank recovery problem is formulated as fol-
lows [8]: Given D = A + E ∈ Rm×n, where A is un-
known low rank and E is unknown sparse, recover A.

To overcome the complexity problem, we propose to
reduce n by considering the added ”online” observations
only for the optimization problem, in addition to some
partial information induced from the original input ob-
servations. So, the problem of the proposed FRPCA ap-
proach is formulated as follows:

FRPCA Problem: Assume that an original ”offline”
set of input observations Dorg ∈ Rm×n is modeled using
the traditional RPCA as Dorg = Aorg + Eorg, where
Aorg and Eorg are low rank and sparse matrices, re-
spectively. Dorg is augmented by another ”online” ob-
servation set D′ ∈ Rm×k to construct an augmented
set Daug ∈ Rm×(n+k). Given the low rank and sparse
terms of the original input data, Aorg and Eorg, recover
the low rank and sparse terms of the augmented obser-
vations, Aaug and Eaug , which satisfy the condition:
Daug = Aaug + Eaug .

3 The FRPCA Model

The solution of the FRPCA problem, i.e. the recovery
of Aaug and Eaug , optimizes for minimum rank of Aaug

and the maximum sparsity of Eaug under the condition:
Daug = Aaug + Eaug . At the same time, for complexity
purposes, this optimization process should not involve the
entire augmented dataset. For this purpose, Aaug can be
divided into two main portions: A′org ∈ Rm×n and A′ ∈
Rm×k, which are the corresponding low rank terms of the
original and the incremented observations, respectively.
In other words, Aaug = [A′org|A′] ∈ Rm×(n+k). Under
the condition that k � n, we can assume that A′org '
Aorg, and henceE′org ' Eorg. In other words, the impact
of adding few more observations on the preestimated low
rank terms can be neglected. We call this assumption the
”Robustness Assumption” Eq. 1.

A′org
∼= Aorg E′org

∼= Eorg s.t. k � n (1)

When estimating the low-dimension representation of
a number of high-dimensional observations, every in-
stance ”contributes” to the solution. So, adding few more

instances to the input observations will have minimum
impact on the obtained solution of the original data. In
practice, as shown in the next validation section, k can
grow up to as much as n, or even more, with accept-
able deviations from the original values ofAorg andEorg.
Thus, the solution of FRPCA comes down to finding A′

and E′ rather than Aaug and Eaug , since A′org and E′org
are substituted byAorg andEorg, according to the robust-
ness assumption of Eq. 1.

So, the solution of the FRPCA problem can be formu-
lated as follows:

(A′, E′) = argA′,E′ min rank(A′) + γ1 ‖ E′ ‖0(2)
+γ2f(Aorg, A

′)

s.t.Daug = Aaug + Eaug

where γ1 and γ2 are arbitrary coefficients. The constraint
of Eq. 2 can be reformulated as follows:

Daug = [Dorg|D′] = [A′org|A′] + [E′org|E′] (3)

By applying Eq. 3:

Daug = [Dorg|D′] = [Aorg|A′] + [Eorg|E′] (4)

Since the first portion of the constraint of Eq. 1, Dorg =
Aorg + Eorg, has been already achieved when the low-
rank terms of the original observations were recovered,
the constraint of Eq. 2 can be rewritten as:

D′ = A′ + E′ (5)

On the other hand, the model of Eq. 2 is highly non-
convex [8]. An acceptable approximation to convert the
model of Eq. 2 to the convex optimization form is to use
the nuclear norm to represent the rank and the L1-norm
to replace the zero-norm as a representation of sparsity.

The last term of Eq. 2 represents the constraints of the
relationship between the incremented observations and
the original ones. This relation is represented by an ob-
jective function f(Aorg, A

′), which enforces the condi-
tion of having the recovered low-rank terms of the incre-
mented observations as similar as possible to the original
input observations. In this work, we selected f(Aorg, A

′)
as shown in Eq. 6. Squared Frobenius norm is a strictly
convex function, which complies with the convex opti-
mization problem [3].

f(Aorg, A
′) =‖ ( 1

n

n∑
j=1

Aj
org)∗M−A′ ‖2F∈ Rm×k (6)

where Aj
org is the jth column of the original low-rank

matrix, Aorg; and M is a unit row-vector ∈ R1×m. Thus,
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the final form of the proposed FRPCA model is shown in
Eq. 7

(A′, E′) = argA′,E′ min ‖ A′ ‖∗ +γ1 ‖ E′ ‖1 (7)

+γ2 ‖ [(
1

n

n∑
j=1

Aj
org) ∗M ]−A′ ‖2F∈ Rm×k

s.t.D′ = A′ + E′

By using this solution, the time complexity of the al-
gorithm is reduced to O(mk2). Given that the number
of the new observations k � n, a large gain, in terms of
execution time, is achieved.

4 Robustness Assumption Validation

We validate the robustness assumption using two sets
of data: synthetic and real data. The validation procedure
that we follow depends on estimating the low-rank matri-
ces of the two datasets using the traditional RPCA. The
two state-of-the-art algorithms, EALM and IALM [6] are
used for solving the RPCA problem. The problem is re-
solved after adding new input observations. The effect of
the added instances on the recovered low-rank matrices is
investigated.

One hundred 144 × 192 images were generated from
an original gray-bar image. This set of distorted images,
Dorg, is generated by distorting the original gray-bar im-
age such that the pixels inside three randomly-positioned
30× 30 boxes are negated. The low rank matrices, Aorg,
are estimated for the entire training set (an offline step).
Different distorted observations, in a similar manner to
Dorg distortion, are added gradually to Dorg to construct
an augmented set Daug . This leads to increasing the size
of the augmented data set by one per each step. We com-
pareAorg with the corresponding columns ofAaug ,A′org.

Two kinds of error are evaluated for the recovered low-
rank matrices, A′org. The first, e1, is the error measured
against the ground truth, i.e. the original images. e1 is
calculated: e1 =

‖A′
org−I∗M‖F
‖I∗M‖F , where I is the input syn-

thetic gray-bar image stacked in a column vector and M
is a unit row-vector ∈ R1×m. The second error value, e2,
is used as a measure of the deviation between A′org and

Aorg, and is given by: e2 =
‖A′

org−Aorg‖F
‖Aorg‖F .

For real datasets, we use a 240 × 320 video se-
quence [2]. Figure 1 shows the e2 values, for both EALM
and IALM. Although the error values are larger than those
of the synthetic case, we can see that for added observa-
tions up to 60% of the size of the original observations,
the error does not exceed 1%. For synthetic data, adding
new elements, of size up to 1.5X of the original obser-
vation set, leads to error values below 8 × 10−8. The
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Figure 1. Error curves using the real data.

synthetic validation curves are omitted for space limita-
tions.
5 Evaluation Results

The proposed approach is expected to have positive
impact on efficiency, in terms of the execution time. The
price paid for this improvement is a degradation in the ac-
curacy. Therefore, the evaluation experiment is designed
to highlight these two effects.

Two implementations of the proposed FRPCA are
evaluated in this section. The first implementation is the
Exact-FRPCA (EFRPCA). In this implementation, the
convex optimization problem is solved using Lagrangian
Multipliers in a similar algorithm to EALM, but using
the FRPCA mathematical model of Eq. 7. Similarly, the
second implementation is the Inexact-FRPCA (IFRPCA),
which calculates partial singular values of the FRPCA
model for the sake of accelerating the recovery process.

The proposed FRPCA was evaluated using the same
two sets of data, which were used in the robustness valida-
tion section. EFRPCA and IFRPCA were run on both sets
using a Matlab R2010a code that has been executed on an
Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8500 with 1.16GHz and 3.00GB
RAM PC. The accuracy and execution time were com-
pared to the fastest state-of-the-art algorithms of RPCA:
EALM and IALM.

Figure 2 shows the evaluation results for the real data
using the EFRPCA versus EALM. The error values are
calculated according to the formula of Eq. ??. As shown
in the figure, the accuracy is decreased with the in-
crease of the original data size. This is expected, since
the approximation of the low-rank terms of the original
data will be looser. Nonetheless, if the number of the
incrementally-added instances is kept small, the ratio of
the incremented data to the size of the original data is de-
creased. This causes a horizontal movement to left along
the error curve, i.e. a decrease in the calculated error.
At the same time, a larger improvement in the execution
time is achieved, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The error val-
ues are larger than those of the synthetic case, and this is
expected as discussed earlier in the robustness validation
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(a) The error results
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(b) The execution time results

Figure 2. Evaluation results using real data
for the EFRPCA vs. EALM.

section. However, for the targeted operation range for the
size of the added instances to be around 10%, or less, of
the size of the original observations, the error values are
in the acceptable range of 1-2%. Figure 3 shows similar
results for the IFRPCA and IALM.

For synthetic data, up to 30% of incrementally-added
observations, the error value did not exceed 0.1%. This
speed gain varies depending on the size of the added in-
stances from 10X to 200X. The synthetic detailed evalu-
ation curves are omitted for space limitations.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to fast re-
covery of low-rank matrices of higher-dimensional data.
The proposed approach, FRPCA, uses a convex optimiza-
tion model that exploits information about the low-rank
terms of the observed data, which were calculated so far.
FRPCA decreases the time complexity of the traditional
RPCA from O(mn2) to O(mk2), k � n. For two ex-
perimental datasets, FRPCA improved the efficiency by
multiple-hundred times. The accuracy of the recovered
low-rank was slightly decreased by less than 1− 2%. For
future work, we plan to investigate more objective func-
tions, which relates the optimized low-rank to the low-
rank terms of the original observations.
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IALM: Original Size = 10
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Figure 3. Evaluation results using real data
of the IFRPCA vs. IALM.
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